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The webinar will begin shortly. 
Until this time, there will be no audio. 

The participants will be muted to avoid the background noise.

Welcome to Mobey Forum’s Webinar 



Mobey Forum is a global industry association 
empowering banks and other financial institutions 

to lead in the future of digital financial services. 

Connects thought leaders

to identify commercial 
drivers and 

to provide insight for 
building better mobile 
banking and commerce. 

Members collaborate 

to analyse business 
strategies and 
technologies.

to discuss and debate at 
various workgroups

by organising quarterly 
member meetings 

Non-profit

Any income or profits 
generated shall be 
applied in the 
furtherance of the 
objectives of the forum.
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• Why this report?

• The current SOA of the mobile payments ecosystem

• Banks cannot afford to delay acting much longer

• Key factors to be taken into consideration:

 The potential impact of current regulatory trends 

 How the major payments schemes, together with their offerings, 
may evolve

 The future of HCE on Android

 Why value added services matter

 The fickleness of consumer opinion and 

 The security of tokenisation

Building the Plot



Battle of Pays: 
Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Android Pay

HCE

•Android Pay is HCE 
only

•Apple Pay and 
Samsung Pay both 
use the on device 
embedded 
hardware.

Hardware 
or Software

•Without the 
involvement of the 
SE, Android Pay is 
immediately more 
accessible to banks 
who want to 
integrate it into 
their existing HCE 
or token based 
solutions. 

NFC

•All three systems 
are NFC based and 
all three support all 
the major payment 
schemes with EMV 
based payments. 

•They all work on 
the same 
infrastructure i.e. 
NFC enabled 
terminals (Samsung 
Pay in US and Korea 
works on magnetic 
stripe terminals, 
too).

Wallet 
Branding

•All OEM Pays are 
branded on their 
respective brand, 
and there is no 
white label 
solutions available

•All but Apple allow 
other (NFC/HCE) 
wallets to co-exist. 



Device Control Points

Colour key: Green= Control/reach, Yellow = Partial control/reach, Red=No control/reach, 
()=control status yet to be confirmed

HardwareControl Wallet Brand Biometrics OS Control

Apple

iPhones, iPads, 
Apple Watch,  
Apple TV

Samsung

Galaxy phones & 
tablets, Galaxy Gear 
Wearables, SmartTV, 
(Smart fridge)

Samsung Pay

No white label option, 

co-existing wallets 

possible 

Fingerprint scanner

Microsoft

Lumia, Surface,  
Xbox, MS Band,  
(HoloLens)

(Microsoft Wallet) MS Band,  

Microsoft Hello

Windows Mobile,  

Windows

Google

Android1 chip, 
Nexus phones and
tablets

Android Pay

Possible white label 

option, co-existing 

wallets possible

Fingerprint
scanner in 
Android M

Android OS  

(Chrome OS)

TouchID iOS

Very little control, 
except with Tizen
OS

Apple Pay
No white label 
options, no co-existing 
NFC wallets by others.



In-app Purchases for 
Virtual Goods

In-app purchase are 
used to buy virtual 
goods such as premium 
content for your app, 
and subscriptions for 
digital content. 

No OEM Pay, OEMs 
currently take a high 
margins from in-app 
purchases.

OEM Pay in-app Purchases

In-app OEM Pay is used to 
buy physical goods such as 
groceries, clothing, and 
appliances.

OEM Pay is used also for 
services such as club 
memberships, hotel 
reservations, and tickets 
for events. 

E-commerce, no POS

OEM Pay Proximity

OEM Pay is used
to replace plastic card 
at a physical POS in 
store.

In-app in-store

Future scenario:
purchasing goods in-store 
using an app to pay (not 
POS).

Cardholder present –
verifying that the 
cardholder is there.

Removing the difference 
in payment price between 
e-commerce and physical 
commerce?

OEM Pay Versus In-App Purchases
OEM Pays don’t replace all in-app purchases.  



Commerce Control Points

Colour key: Green= Control/reach, Yellow = Partial control/reach, Red=No control/reach, ()=control status 
yet to be confirmed

E-commerce Reach
Physical 
Retail Reach

Transaction  
Data Control

Customer  
Data Control

Apple

Samsung

In-app purchases  
but not yet as 
part of Samsung
Pay

No control Probably very little 
control

Microsoft

Back-end software  (ECR software) No Control Very little control

Google

In-app for virtual

goods and in-app 

with Android Pay

Ingenico partnership Probably very little 
control

Very strong control

Payment data  
through banks

(iBeacons)

Very little control

In-app purchases  
for digital/virtual  
goods with iTunes 
and Apple Pay 
purchases in-app

No control

(iBeacons)



Watching the OEM Pays

All OEM Pays are interested in 
wearables > payments becoming 

invisible

Impact of control points on success of 
each pay > how this affects banks’ own 

positioning

Development of the ecosystem > effect on 
competitive positioning of banks



The Business Case When There Is No ROI

If a bank launches its own solution, it has the highest brand 
value but can be expensive and slow.

With integration to OEM Pays, there are associated costs 
(including a rather high set-up fee), with a percentage of 
transaction revenue going to the OEMs. 

Some of the OEM Pays may lock a bank into an uncertain 
commercial future. There is also an indirect cost where the 
OEM eats away some of the bank’s brand value. 

Mobile payments may be crucial in determining whether 
the bank can keep the customer relationship. 



• the uncertain nature of costs associated with various types of pays

• the type of technical approach they choose may also impact costCost to banks  

• Complying with scheme regulations can place a significant burden on 
banks, especially since making changes to their mobile wallet often 
requires banks to go through scheme-based certification again.

Card scheme 
compliance

• At present, mobile payments capabilities are only available on higher 
end, more recent handsets. Bank customer base

• By participating in OEM Pays, banks are giving away a valuable source 
of future-profits: their customer’s transaction data and all its future 
potential. 

What about the data?

Strategic Considerations for Banks 



Bank decisions and their outcomes
STRATEGY OUTCOME

The bank launches its  
own solution

The bank partners with  another 
type of company  or organisation

The bank decides not to  offer 
mobile payments

The bank delays making
a decision about offering  mobile
payments

• Highest level of freedom, flexibility  and control

• Higher set up costs
• Operational and long term costs  easier to control

• Positive reaction from some customers

• Possible per transaction costs
• Hard to predict and control costs 

• Bank brand may be eclipsed

• Benefits depend on type of partner
• Partnering with local payment aggregators will reduce 

cost and  complexity for smaller banks

• Lack of independence and control

• Loss of customer relationship

• Future as backend pipes

• Misses the chance to develop new types of services
via connected personal devices

• Loss of customer relationship

• Future as backend pipes

The bank partners with one  or 
more OEM pays



It’s not too late to act and it’s OK to bet on more than one horse

Key Takeaways

Banks can no longer choose whether they share their customers or not, their strategic options can be reduced to 
two: stay in the game and retain an everyday client interface or withdraw and lose that interface. 

Banks can choose one option or several and their choices now have long term implications for their overall 
future. Decisions may require a change in mind-set and even a change in bank culture.

The return on investment is retaining the customer relationship. Banks will need to turn to value added services 
to maintain a competitive edge and to provide a possible return. 

Decisions taken now about mobile payments may in years to come also have an impact on bank mergers and 
acquisitions, with smaller players disappearing.

Banks can learn valuable lessons about who consumers trust, what consumers expect or demand and how 
heavily marketing focused organisations respond to those expectations.

There are only two options for banks

VAS are the keys to success

What banks decide now impact their long term future

The OEM Pays bring lessons as well as opportunities
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Please use the chat function 

to submit your questions

Comments, Questions?



THANK YOU 
FOR ATTENDING THE WEBINAR

For further information on Mobey Forum please visit us at www.mobeyforum.org

If you have a media enquiry as follow-up to this webinar, please 
contact iseepr on +44 (0)1943 468007 or email paul@iseepr.co.uk

Webinar feedback:
mobeyforum@mobeyforum.org

http://www.mobeyforum.org/
mailto:mobeyforum@mobeyforum.org

